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COMOX TRUNKS

BACKFRONT

A LESSON ON KNITS AND ELASTIC CHOICES

CHOOSING YOUR KNIT FABRIC
Use a cotton, bamboo, or blended lightweight knit with (preferably) at least 4% spandex/elastane and four way stretch. The spandex/elastane content will 
assist trunks in retaining their shape. Avoid tissue weight knits as these will not be strong enough for trunks. 

If you would like sporty, versatile trunks, choose a lighter weight knit. If you would like thicker, cozier trunks, 
choose a heavier t-shirt weight knit.

The knit you choose should have 60-70% stretch. To find out the percent that your knit stretches, lay a 3" length of the fabric along the black bar below with 
the greatest stretch lined up horizontally to match the black bar. While keeping the left edge of the knit against the left edge of the bar, pull the knit as far as 
it will stretch COMFORTABLY. It should stretch anywhere from the END of the dark grey bar to the END of the light grey bar.  
When you let go of the stretched knit it should return to it’s original width quickly and without distorting. 

CHOOSING YOUR ELASTIC WAISTBAND
The trunks require 1 1/2" to 1 3/4" wide elastic. The garment sizing for the Comox Trunks is based on the use of a medium weight pre-shrunk knitted elastic. 
Since there are many types of elastic that vary in the amount of stretch or softness, choose one that is either the same as the elastic we used, or choose an 
elastic that suits your preference but note that the fit of the trunks will be largely determined by the amount of stretch your elastic has.

If using any elastic other than medium weight pre-shrunk knitted elastic, buy enough elastic to comfortably but snugly fit around the wearers high-hip (where 
their trunks normally sit). Choose the trunk size based on the waist and hip body measurements but choose the amount of elastic you use based on the amount 
that will comfortably fit around the wearer’s high-hip. If this amount differs greatly from the garment measurment we provide, it is likely due to your elastic 
having different stretch properties than the recommended. This difference is okay, you will just have to ease the trunk fabric more or less when you attach the 
waistband to the trunks (which may result in some ripples but the trunks will still sit smoothly when worn).

OTHER USEFUL SUPPLIES
Purchase a twin needle for the hems and waistband to fit your machine. Alternatively, you can also use a zig-zag stitch with a normal sewing machine needle.

LAY 3" OF FABRIC ALONG BLACK BAR 60% 70%


